The response amplitude of cat striate cortical cells is usually reduced after exposure to high-contrast stimuli.
Introduction
One of the earliest quantitative studies of the striate cortex noted that" . . . the responsiveness of cortical cells to a constant stimulus can vary over time" (Henry et al., 1973) . To compensate for this perceived variability these authors introduced a strategy known generically as multiple interleaved histogramming to improve the reliability of measurement of cortical responses. With this procedure, stimulation across all conditions of a measurement series is randomly interleaved so as to distribute any long-term variability over the entire sample. The consistency of data derived by means of this technique has encouraged its adoption as a standard practice for quantitative cortical electrophysiology.
However , the strategy of randomly interleaving stimuli may actually distort measured results. The nonstationarity of cortical responsiveness is not completely random but depends to some extent on the history of stimulation. Repeated presentation of moving bars or gratings can markedly reduce cortical response amplitude (e.g. Vautin & Berkley, 1978; Movshon & Lennie , 1979; Albrecht et al., 1984; Maddess et al., 1988) . When receptive fields are exposed to contrast values closely grouped around a mean contrast, the origin of the response vs. log contrast function is systematically displaced to the right as a func- tion of mean contrast (Ohzawa et aI., 1985) . The resulting reduction of contrast sensitivity at higher contrasts reduces saturation and enhances discriminability of contrast increments at -suprathreshold levels. This contrast gain control seems to originate in striate cortical cells, since it is not seen in lateral geniculate nucleus (LON) responses (Movshon & Lennie, 1979; Ohzawa et aI. , 1985) .
All of these previous studies of cortical adaptation were modeled on psychophysical experiments in which contrast sensitivity is reduced after prolonged viewing of a high-csmtrast pattern (e.g. Blakemore & Campbell, 1969) . Both the psych,,-physical and physiological experiments typically used adapting gratings with contrasts in excess of 40% , at which level the rer sponse of most cortical cells saturates, and adapting periods 'of v 30 s to several minutes. This high level of adaptation was required because its impact was usually measured as a lingering aftereffect on responses to stimuli ,presented subsequent to the adaptation exposures. Such powerful adapting stimuli generally result in adaptation of most cortical cells that asymptotes within 30 s, and recovery over a similar period (Albrecht et aI., 1984) .
Stimuli that concentrate high-contrast power at a single spatial-frequency band over such long periods might be considered unnatural. " They permit the exploration of visual system behavior under extreme conditions, but the contrast adaptation mechanisms thus revealed may not be useful or even functional under mote normal viewing circumstances. The adaptation of cortical responses by briefer exposures to lower contrasts would demonstrate that contrast adaptation plays a functional role in day-to-day vision. It would also reveal the extent to which the history of stimulation can influence responsiveness and account for a component of the response variability seen in the visual cortex. If adaptation were sufficiently rapid, it could even be responsible for some of the marked nonlinearities (e. g. saturation) of the cortical response vs.
log contrast function or the strong attenuation of cortical responses seen at high temporal frequencies.
The primary experiments presented here tested the impact of stimulus duration and contrast on response amplitude by presenting ordered sequences of contrasts to cortical cells. In every cell, response to a given contrast level was lower when that level was preceded by a higher contrast than when it was preceded by a lower contrast. This effect seemed to have no lower limit; contrasts as low as 3% were effective in response reduction. The temporal duration required for adaptation was also measured. Noticeable response reduction could result from exposures of higher contrasts as brief as 50 ms, and the strength and speed of adaptation was enhanced at higher temporal frequencies of stimulation. Adaptation appeared to depend principally on stimulus contrast and not response amplitude. Similar contrast-driven adaptation was absent in LGN cell responses. These results demonstrate that contrast adaptation of cortical cells is more powerful, widespread, and rapid than previously thought. It has the potential to influence strongly everyday visual performance and is not simply the result of overloads of the system. This suggests that it is indicative of a constantly active mechanism that normalizes responsiveness to the context of the mean contrast , enhancing contrast discriminability at a given operating point , and limiting the dynamic range of information fed to higher centers.
Methods

Physiological preparation
Adult cats (2-4 kg) were initially anesthetized with 5% Fluothane in O2, A forelimb vein was cannulated and anesthesia was maintained with 2.5% sodium thiamylal (Surital , Parke-Davis, Morris Plains, NJ). A tracheal cannula was inserted and a craniotomy performed at Horsley-Clark coordinates P4-L2. Paralysis was induced with an initial I-mg injection of gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil) and maintained at an infusion rate of 10 mg/kg-h in a mixture of lactated Ringer s solution and Suritaf (1 mg/kg-h) to stabilize anesthesia. Animals were artificially ventilated (N2O:O2:C02 of 75%:23. 5%:1.5%) at a rate of 30 breaths/min and a stroke volume adjusted to maintain an expired CO2 of 3. 9%. The EEG and EKG were continually monitored and the rectal temperature WCJ.S maintained at 38O Pupils were dilated with 1 % atropine sulfate and nictitating membranes were retracted with 10% phenylephrine HCI. The corneas were protected with fitted contact lenses having 4-mm artificial pupils. Correcting lenses were added to render the retinae conjugate with a viewing screen 57 cm distant. By reverse ophthalmoscopy, the optic disk and area centralis of each eye were projected onto a plotting screen; the receptive fields of all cells recorded were located within 5 deg of the area centralis.
LGN records were made from fibers encountered in the striate cortex.
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Stimuli and data analysis
Receptive fields were first mapped for location and optimal orientation with a manually controlled light bar. Stimuli were repeated a sufficient number of times (depending on trial duration) to yield a total averaging time of 40 s per datum.
Experimental protocol
With a grating adjusted to those spatial parameters yielding an optimal response , a response vs. log contrast function was measured with 4-s presentations at steady contrasts in randomized order. One-second "null" patterns (mean luminance, zero contrast) were inserted between each stimulation. This was the usual procedure in past experiments and served as a control against which the results of the new stimulation paradigm could be compared. Next, cells were presented with a sequence of contrasts logarithmically stepped in ascending, then descending order. The contrast was held steady during each measuring interval (typically 1-3 s) and the standard range of contrasts was 56% in 0. 15 log steps. Stimulation was continuous; each contrast stepped immediately to the next without pause. Only one null pattern was used at the beginning of each stimulus cycle. In some cases, its duration was systematically varied independent of the duration of the contrast steps. Response amplitude is based on individual peristimulus time (PST) histograms constructed from spikes collected at each contrast level (step). Other stimulation procedures were also used as described in the results.
Results
Contrast hysteresis
A typical response vs.
log contrast function for striate cortical cells is shown in Fig. lA . As in most of the tests described here, the stimulus was a sine-wave grating drifting at 2 Hz , with spatial frequency and orientation optimized for the cell. Contrast ranged from 3-56% in 0. 15 log unit intervals; 4-s trials at different contrasts were presented in random order , with 1 s between presentations. As also found by others (e. g. Tolhurst, et aI., 1981; Dean, 1981; Albrecht & Hamilton 1982; Li & Creutzfeldt, 1984) , the curve demonstrates a linear segment near threshold, a suprathreshold segment that is more or less linear with log contrast and a flattening or slight inflection (" saturation ) at the top. In some cases, the inflection at higher contrasts was significant ("supersaturation ; Li & Creutzfeldt, 1984 The same curve is overlaid on a data set (defined by the hatched area) in which contrast was stepwise increased (left edge; rising arrows), then decreased (right edge; falling arrows) in 0. 15 log steps. The edges of the envelope are defined by straight lines connecting the response levels at each contrast. A total of nine contrasts were used and each contrast was presented for 3 s (responses averaged during the first 2 sf The figure of merit for the hysteresis is the shift along the log contrast axis at half the maximum response amplitude, here 0. 36 log units. In this and all other figures , the alphanumeric legends denote the cat (e. g. CV6), cell number (R4), and experimental run number (3). where contrast sequentially increased, then decreased in a stepwise fashion over the same range. Here each datum resulted from 3 s of stimulation (2 s of averaging) with a 3-s rest at the end of the cycle. With 0. 15 log unit steps, an entire cycle was completed in 54 s. Each cycle was repeated 20 times to yield the same averaging duration as in Fig. lA . Figure IB shows higher when that level was preceded by a lower contrast than when it was preceded by a higher contrast. A simple figure of merit for the degree of hysteresis is the difference in contrast required for a response of half the maximum response on both the upward and downward path , shown in Fig. IB by the horizontal arrows. In this case, 0. 36 log less contrast is required on the rising edge than on the falling edge to generate a response of half maximum amplitude.
Similar patterns of hysteresis were found in every cell tested. In 17 simple and 19 complex cells, the mean contrast shift with the standard stimulation regimen described above was 0. 36 log units, with a standard deviation of 0. 15 log units. In this sample, the greatest hysteresis seen was about 1 log unit and the least about 0. 1 log unit. Figure 2 shows eight examples resulting from the same stimulation conditions , with responses to randomized contrast presentations (filled circles) overlaid. In general , the responses to randomized presentations had lesser amplitude at lower contrasts and greater amplitude at higher contrasts than responses to sequential stimulation. This is consistent with the notion that the hysteresis represents a gain control sensitive to recent history of stimulation. For randomized presentation, the expected contrast value for the previous stimulation is simply the logarithmic mean of the set, typically 14%. At low contrasts, this figure is higher than the known previous value for sequential stimulation , resulting in response attenuation, and for high contrasts it is lower than the previous value for sequential stimulation, resulting in response enhancement.
This means that response vs.
log contrast functions measured with randomized presentation generally show higher contraSt gain (a steeper slope) but lower contrast sensitivity (rightward shift of threshold) than those functions measured on the leading edge of ordered presentatio~. This analysis was quantified by leastrsquares linear fits to the response vs. log contrast curves. Although fits to some saturating function might have been marginally, more accurate, the linear model provided reasonable and unambiguous estimates of slope and intercept. Data for the fits were restricted to those points clearly above threshold but below saturation. Contrast sensitivity was taken as the inverse of the intercept of these fits with the resting discharge level. Paired measurements utilizing both random and ordered presentation of contrast were made in 33 cells. Of these, in 30 cases contrast sensitivity rose with ordered presentation on average 36%, with a greatest increase of about 300%. In the three cases where contrast sensitivity Contrast (%) ). Substantial hysteresis was found for cells with peak firing rates of 15-30 impulses/s (e.g. Fig. 2D-2G) as well as over 80 impulses/s (e. g. Fig. 2B , C, H). Linear regression between the magnitude of hysteresis and the maximum fIring rate (Fig. 3) is slightly positive but not significant , suggesting that the hysteresis is independent of firing rate and is thus not likely to originate as a result of simple fatigue. Neither was hysteresis strongly dependent on cell type, with an average of 0. 32 log hysteresis found for simple cells (n = 17) and 0. 39 log for complex cells (n = 19). A marginally larger reduction in response with adaptation was also seen in complex cells by Albrecht et al. (1984) . In four cases, a peculiar non-monotonicity was seen in the form of a "hook" on both the rising and falling edges (e. Fig. 2E , F).
Movshon and Lennie (1979) and Ohzawa et ai. (1985) also applied their adapting techniques to LGN cells and found essentially no contrast adaptation , concluding that the effect was F .
243 of cortical origin. Four LGN cells, whose fibers were recorded in the cortex , were exposed to sequential contrasts under the standard conditions of stimulation described above. Of these, only one showed hysteresis of magnitude about 0. 1 log unit of contrast. There was no noticeable difference in response amplitude on the rising and falling legs for the remaining three , further validating the concept that this type of gain control originates in the cortex.
Saturation is usually used to describe the absolute output limitation of a system. In the case of cortical cells, it refers to a flattening of the response vs.
log contrast function at higher contrasts (Dean , 1981; Tolhurst et aI., 1981; Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Li & Creutzfeldt, 1984) . Cortical response saturation might result simply from a hard physiological limit on the firing rate that a cell can generate. In this case , one would expect that the cell would fire at a constant rate for all contrasts that cause saturation; the curves for ascending and descending contrasts would thus be coextensive in the region of saturation. Such behavior was rarely seen. In the examples of Figs. IB , 2 and 4 , while the response level is flat (or turns down) for ascending contrasts in the saturation region, there is a significant drop in firing rate for the first (and subsequent) contrast decrement(s). Once the firing rate of a cell reaches the saturation level, exposure to higher contrasts results in no change (or even a decrease) in response amplitude. Constant response at higher contrasts means a loss in overall contrast gain , which is maintained for some time after stimulus contrast is decreased. This vs. peak response amplitude. Although there is a slight positive trend, it is not significant , indicating that simple fatigue from high firing rates is not a major influence in adaptation. is evident from lower response levels on the falling contrast legs of the curves. Thelagjn recovery from "response saturation suggests that it results from a dynamic process rather than froã si,mple physiologi~ limitation of the highest frequency of fiD-
ing of thecellT emporal characteristics
The usefulness of the contrast gain control depends in large part on the speed with which the response level is set and the rate of recovery. Other studies of contrast adaptation (Vautin & Berkley, 1978; Albrecht et al., 1984; Ohzawa et aI., 1985; Berkley, 1990) have suggested that adaptation occurs within seconds and recovery over tens of seconds to minutes. Stimulation with ordered contrasts would bear this out. A complex cell was exposed to contrast sequences four times with the same minimum (3. 5%) and maximum (56%) contrasts in all cases, but the time required to ascend to the maximum contrast and return was varied. In Fig. 4A , each contrast level was presented for 3 s. The total trial duration was 54 s, including a 3-s null presentation between each complete trial (not shown). Peak firing rate was 52 impulses/s and the hysteresis at half amplitude was 0.4 log contrast. Figure 4B -4D shows the results from total trial durations of 18, 10, and 6 s respectively. The duration of the presentations was decreased to 1 s, and in Fig. 4C and 4D the short cycles were achieved by omitting intermediate contrast levels. All show peak firing levels less than that of Fig. 4A and hysteresis that decreases monotonically as the cycle time decreases.
The peak firing rates of Fig Two opposing forces seem to be at work. It is clear that reduction of contrast over 9 s or less is insufficient to permit full recovery of the cell , since in Figs. 4B-4D the firing rate at every contrast (and especially the lowest contrasts) is less than that in Fig. 4A , and it is not even assured that measurement in Fig. 4A was long enough to permit complete recovery. On the other hand, the slightly higher peak firing rates seen in Fig. 4C and 4D suggest that 1 or 2 s spent at higher contrasts (above 14%) are not sufficient to adapt the response as much as seen in Fig. 4B , where 5 s were spent at contrasts above 14%.
At least within the limits of the adaptation incurred within the 27-s period of increasing contrast , the 27 s during which contrast was reduced appeared to be adequate for recovery, since in these examples (Figs. 1, 2, and 4) the curves are closed at the bottom. In five cells, the 3-s delay (while no contrast was presented) at the end of each series was expanded to 10 and 30 s with no noticeable impact on curve shape, contrast sensitivity, and the peak responsiveness of the cells.
Measurement of the precise speed with which the adaptatiOtl occurs has proven more elusive::On~, PJQblemisthat in some cases the state of adaptation is riot obviousJy indicated by the observed response amplitude. Figure 5 shows PST histograms of responses to ascending and descending contrast sequences for both a simple cell (A) and a complex cell (B). The differences i . Fig. 5 . Response histograms for a simple cell (A) and complex cell (B) exposed to sequentially increasing and decreasing contrast. In these examples, the simple cell shows clear response amplitude decrements during the 2-s period of each exposure, whereas the complex cell histograms are essentially flat, even though response amplitude differences are apparent between comparable contrasts on the ascending and descending legs. The straight lines (black in A, white in B) are simple linear regression lines fit to all data points in the histograms to demonstrate response trends.
decay is unexpectedly more apparent for descending contrasts than for ascending contrasts. Response amplitude per se thus may not be a complete indicator of ongoing gain adjustment. This is underscored by the complex cell histograms (Fig. 5B) , for the same cell whose response levels are shown in Fig. 2C .
Here the response trends, indicated by (white) regression lines, all show positive slope, apparently contradicting the clear differences in response amplitude seen at the same contrast levels for measures made on the descending contrast leg.
The absence of an overt, time-dependent reduction in r~-sponse amplitude in the presence of clear gain reduction coulEl result if at Jeast one component of the gain-setting process were sufficiently rapid to take place during the response transient that follows changes in contrast:*In most responses, the events of the first hundred milliseconds or so were different from the steady state. The transients appeared as dips (e.g. Fig. 5B ) as often as peaks, and in many cases were more pronounced for decreasing contrast than increasing contrast (e.g. Fig. 5A cell is not immediately apparent.,'t
The "blip " experbnent In order to test the rate at which the retina adapted to background light levels, I;nroth-Cugell and Shapley (1973) used a 50-ms stimulus ("blip ) that flashed at different stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) after the appearance of a gain-setting background. The response to the blip was isolated by subtracting the ,response histogram resulting from presentation of the background alone from the combined (background + blip) his- A "background" grating of moderate contrast was presented and a brief blip, in the form of a contrast increment, was superimposed at various SOAs following the appearance of the background. Complex cells were used in order to have a steady firing level driven by the background grating against which the blip responses could easily be seen. In four attempts this procedure yielded mixed results. The complicated temporal format of the blip onset transient produced both increments and decrements in firing rates , frustrating quantitative analysis.
This approach did prove useful with a slight modification of experimental goals. It was clear that response quantification near transient events was unreliable, so attention was refocused to regions where the firing rate was steadier. The blip was treated as a modifier of the steady firing rate generated by the background (the " probe " in Fig. 6 ), and the experimental procedure tested the duration of a fixed-contrast increment required to change this firing rate. In these experiments , the adapting blip always appeared 500 ms after onset of the back- 
Time (see)
Norm. Amp!. = spikes (t2)/spikes(t1) Fig. 6 . Dependence of response amplitude reduction on the duration of a brief contrast increment. A pedestal of contrast was introduced for 2 s, with 5 s between each exposure. The pedestal ("probe ) was used to test responsiveness. At 500 ms, a contrast increment ("blip ) of varying duration was presented. The normalized response is the ratio of the number of spikes produced by the probe during the last 500 ms of its presentation, divided by the count produced during the first 500 ms. A blip of only 50 ms produces a noticeable drop in the response, and a duration of 750 ms nearly halves it.
I .
Dependence of adaptation on temporal frequency
Other studies of cortical adaptation have relied on an adap-
as a quantitative expression of response reduction over time. Both Albrecht et al. (1984) and Maddess et al. (1988) calculated the ratio of the firing rate at a criterion time after stimulus onset to the peak firing rate. The intervals used were 30 sand 6. 7 s for Albrecht et al. and Maddess et aI. , respectively. In both cases the adaptation index was found to vary widely across cells. Because of the suggestion that more subtle and rapid adaptation effects might exist, this exercise was repeated with higher temporal resolution.
Quantification of the instantaneous firing rate of LON and simple cells at arbitrary times is complicated by the bursts of periodic firing at the temporal frequency of stimulation. For this reason, firing rates are generally specified over long periods of integration. To overcome this limitation , for these cells response histograms were fit with analytical functions that described the firing envelope. Data points describing the weighted activity surrounding the centers of mass of individual bursts in the histograms were calculated. Information during the first half-cycle of stimulation was discarded to avoid artifact from stimulus onset. A curve describing an exponential change in time, superimposed on a pedestal, was then fit to these points using a
:~lelder=Meadsimplex"algoFithm(Matlab~ the free variables included the p~clestaLheig~, exPQIle:ntiaramplitu~e, and tiiric ()1!~tim1j: These fits provided a continuous approximation of the interrupted firing rate (Fig. 7) .
As found also by Albrecht et al. (1984) and Maddess et al.
(1988), the simple model of a single exponential change at stimulus onset was often inadequate at lower temporal frequencies of stimulation (e.g. 4 Hz; Fig. 7A ). In these cases responses tended to build to a peak over a few seconds , then decay. At higher temporal frequencies , the model was more suitable (e. 7 and 12 Hz; Fig. 7B C) . After the first half-cycle , the response amplitude trend dropped more or less monotonically to an asymptotic level. Here also, at lower temporal frequencies the adaptation index varied broadly from cell to cell (Fig. 8C ). The differences between cells, however , decreased as temporal frequency of stimulation exceeded about 10 Hz , with both the degree and speed of amplitude reduction growing at higher frequencies in most cells. The degree of amplitude reduction was quantified in an adaptation index calculated as the ratio of the firing rate at the end of a 4-s stimulation epoch to the firing rate 125 ms after stimulus onset (defined by the fitted curves). This delay was required because in many cases at high stimulating frequencies the exponential drop was so steep as to yield unrealistic initial response amplitudes. It also acknowledged the omission of data during the fIrst half-cycle of stimulation. The time course of amplitude reduction was represented by the time constant of the exponential.
These indices are plotted in Fig. 8A and 8B for the same cell as shown in Fig. 7 , as well as an LON cell. The cortical cell shows a clear, monotonic reduction of its adaptation index from about 0. 9 at 5 Hz to about 0. 1 at 12 Hz, indicating increased (and/or faster) adaptation with increasing temporal frequency, while the LON cell values cluster around 1, indicating little organized adaptation across this same temporal-frequency range. Similarly, the time constant of the cortical cell drops from about 3 s at 5 Hz to 186 ms at 12 Hz, indicating in the later case extremely rapid loss of responsiveness that is, at least for the first cycle , nearly identical with that seen at lower fre- quencies (Fig. 7C) . The time constant for the LON cell is always low, indicating rapid response adjustment at all frequencies, but this is of little consequence when acknowledging the small amplitude of the response changes shown in Fig. 8A .
A scatter plot of the adaptation index as a function of temporal frequency for 10 cortical and five LON cells (Fig. 8C cells, show strong adaptation. Moreoyer, therateofthis adaptatioIl~an increase draII:1atically ~!thjIl_~~e~i ng J~mporal fr~" quellc)\.
Contrast required for adaptation
The shift in contrast gain resulting from exposure to sustained high contrasts might represent the result of an overload which would not necessarily address the "normal" operation of the system. In order to demonstrate adaptation from exposure to lower contrast levels, the peak contrast reached in a sequence was varied. Seven cells were tested with sequences of five contrasts peaking at 14070. In four cases , hysteresis averaging'O.
log contrast was seen (e.g. Fig. 9A, B) , while three cells showed negligible adaptation under these circumstances. Cells with high-contrast sensitivity demonstrated modest hysteresis even for exposure to contrasts near threshold. A peak contrast of 5% with a rise period of 9 s shows a response differential of nearly 50% at a 3% test contrast (Fig. 9C) . In this same cell, a slight (but repeatable) reduction was seen at 2% contrast after exposure to a peak contrast of 3% for 3 s (Fig. 9D) . In many cases contrasts that are barely suprathreshold are thus sufficient to alter the gain of a cell.
Contrast scaling
Identification and discrimination of objects is presumably based on ratios of response amplitudes across large numbers of cortical cells. . r before or as spatial summation takes place, with the result that the summation is reasonably independent of the compression. In the latter case, the gain is set by the response level; compression is applied after all spatial summation takes place, with the potential to modify the qualities of the summation (e. g. shapes of the tuning curves of the individual cells; Robson, 1975) . Control of gain on a cell-by-cell basis could also result in a strong modification of the spatial filter properties of the cellular concert.
One test of the dependence of gain adjustment on response amplitude rather than contrast is to fix the range of stimulus contrasts (e. g. 3. 56%) and to change the peak response amplitude in a given experiment by selecting a different value for some other stimulus parameter , in this case grating orientation. If the hysteresis were response-set, under these conditions the hysteresis would decrease with a lower peak response. Contrast setting of hysteresis would predict constant hysteresis for all measurements. Figure IOA -IOC shows three examples of hysteresis in the same cell measured in the standard way. Peak response amplitudes of 69. , 58. 3, and 39. 9 impulses/s were achieved by orienting the grating at 85, 125, and 75 deg, respectively; these orientations were selected to get an even spread of the peak firing rate. The magnitude of the hysteresis on the log contrast axis remained reasonably constant, ranging from 0.25-28 log units. In Fig. lOD , the curves Band C are scaled vertically to equal the peak height of A, and all are superimposed.
I .
Although there are minor differences in the shapes of the curves, the paths are quite similar , indicating agreement not only in the magnitude but also the time course of the gain changes, despite a peak ruing rate in A that is about 75% higher than that in C.
An alternate approach is to test the dependence of hysteresis on contrast by attempting to induce hysteresis by varying response amplitude under conditions of constant contrast. Control hysteresis curves were first measured by varying stimulus contrast in the usual way. Next, response amplitudes were varied over the same total range and time frame by changing the stimulus orientation with contrast remaining fixed. If gain changes are response-set, one would expect that hysteresis would be just as strong in the latter condition. Hysteresis curves from simple and complex cells measured by variation of contrast are shown in Fig. llA and llC. In Fig. llB and lID , the solid overlaid on the hatched area is the hysteresis resulting from variation of orientation, scaled horizontally so as to have the same extent as the contrast hysteresis curve. In the case of Fig. lIB fore supportive of the hypothesis that cortical cell adaptation is contrast-set. This conclusion is consistent with the findings that other aspects of the cortical response vs. contrast function (points of compression and saturation) also appear to be contrast-set (e. g. Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Sc1ar & Freeman 1982) .
Discussion
Contrast adaptation is a general property of the visual cortex In addition to this work , contrast adaptation has been studied in single units of the cat visual cortex using two other stimulation strategies, exposure to very high contrasts (e. g. Vautin & Berkley, 1978; Movshon & Lennie, 1979; Albrecht et aI. , 1984; Maddess et al. , 1988) and continual response measurement during presentation of restricted ranges of contrast (Ohzawa et al., 1985) . In all of these studies, adaptation was found in virtually every cell , although the degree of adaptation varied broadly. The adaptation was manifested in either an overt response reduction or shifting of the response vs. contrast curves. In agreement with Movshon and Lennie (1979) and Ohzawa et al.
(1985), we also found that such adaptation was weak or totally absent in the responses of LON cells. Taken together , the evidence supports a profound and widely distributed contrast-gain reduction mechanism that originates in the circuitry or cellular characteristics of the striate cortex. This is in marked contrast to the behavior of other brain areas, where prolonged stimulation does not generally yield a progressive response decline (Segundo & Bell, 1970) .
In the macaque, the susceptibility to adaptation is apparently less than that of the cat and may be confined to a subpopulation of striate cortical cells (Sc1ar et al. , 1989) . Stimulation with a paradigm identical to that used by Ohzawa et al. (1985) for the cat yielded clear adaptation in only 12% (7/56) of the cells, although a greater percentage (14/19) showed some adaptation when exposed to high-contrast preadaptation and a "top-up high-contrast presentation between measurements. This would initially suggest that contrast adaptation is a mechanism that is less relevant to the operation of the primate visual cortex. As pointed out by Sclar et al. (1989) , since neurons in monkey striate cortex receive input primarily from relatively insensitive parvocellular neurons, they would be unlikely to become saturated by high contrasts, and there would be less need for gain control. Moreover, in the cat the LON projects directly to several extra- log contrast functions from randomized presentation (filled circles) are overlaid for comparison. The solid areas of (B) and (D) show hysteresis generated at a fixed contrast by controlling the response amplitude of these same cells with variation of stimulus orientation. The hatched areas are as in (A) and (C). The orientation is scaled horizontally so that the solid areas have the same horizontal extent as the hatched areas; no vertical scaling was done. Hysteresis generated in this way was usually less than half that seen from variation of contrast.
Dynamics of cortical contrast gain control striate areas, so information on absolute contrast that is reduced (by gain control) in the striate cortex is still available at other levels. In the monkey nearly all LON output passes through the striate cortex, so Sclar et al. (1989) suggest that extensive modification at that level may be a poor strategy since information on absolute contrast would be lost. As developed below, the gain control may not be solely for the benefIt of cells in the striate cortex but may also serve to prevent overload of the stages onto which they converge. Since one might suspect that the complexity of processing (and hence convergence at higher levels) in primate is at least as sophisticated as that in the cat, a comprehensive gain control at some stage is likely to be important for primate visual processing. Moreover , the loss of information on absolute contrast in the cortex seems no more harmful than the loss of information on absolute luminance that occurs in the retina as a result of its own luminance gain control. In some sense, information on absolute contrast is still available , since it must command the neural circuitry that activates the contrast gain control. 105 .
Grating Orientation (deg)
Hysteresis in the visually evoked potential (YEP) of th~ human supports the existence of a contrast gain control in primates. Nelson et al. (1984) presented human subjects with a stimulus that continuously increased contrast to a peak of 20%, then decreased contrast to zero over a total time of 40 s, which is similar to the standard conditions used in these experiments. In four subjects, the YEP threshold difference between the rising and falling contrast legs varied from 0. 31-77 log units, which is likewise similar to the 36% (0.44 log) average shift seen in the cat. Adaptation with stimuli of one orientation strof!.gly affected threshold at other orientations, suggesting that the ~ata on which adaptation is based is "pooled" across many cells (see below). Nelson et al. (1984) suggest that the reason that these results differ somewhat from the classic psychophysical results (e.g. Blakemore & Campbell, 1969) is the immediacy of the sensitivity measurement which is made during the adaptation process. A delay of even a few milliseconds can markedly reduce the effects of pattern adaptation (Matin, 1974) . A fundamental characteristic of contrast gain control that was suggested by the results of Ohzawa et al. (1985) , and confirmed in the present study, is that it is not simply a consequence of gross overload of the system resulting from long-term stimulation at extremely high contrasts. Noticeable gain reduction was seen here for near-threshold contrasts or exposures as short as hundreds of milliseconds, implying that some degree of gain adjustment takes place under most normal viewing conditions. This helps to reconcile a long-standing disparity between behaviorally and physiologically measured contrast thresholds. Cats usually show behavioral contrast sensitivities within the range of 50-165% (Berkley, 1990) , but the reported contrast sensitivity of single cells rarely exceeds about 30%. This may well result from the measuring conditions. Behavioral sensitivities are usually assessed with contrasts clustered near threshold. Since the gain control is proportional to the mean contrast level, this procedure is least likely to trigger the gain losses incurred by activation of the gain control. Physiological sensitivities are usually extrapolated from a series of suprathreshold measurements with contrasts sufficiently high to define a slope. These contrasts are more likely to keep the gain control activated, thus reducing contrast sensitivity. In the extreme cases of the rising and falling contrast legs of the responses measured here, contrast sensitivity was 360/0 higher on the rising contrast leg and yielded absolute contrast sensitivities averaging 39.
, with some cells falling within the range of the behavioral norm. Since the activity of only a few cells is required to yield a behavioral threshold, with this consideration there appears to be no performance gap between the contrast sensitivities of the behaving cat and the anesthetized, paralyzed cat.
Gain control or "other" inhibition?
The present results suggest that at least some component of contrast-mediated response reduction in cortical cells can occur on a time scale that is consistent with synaptic inhibition. This raises the possibility that it is associated with (or can be confused with) other inhibitory mechanisms. Perhaps the most prominent of these is cross-orientation inhibition , which is generally described as spatially selective inhibition that serves to define (or enhance) the cortical cell's ability to discriminate stimulus orientation (e.g. Sillito, 1975; Morrone et aI., 1982; Bonds, 1989; Hata et aI., 1988) . A similar mechanism has been described for the domain of spatial frequency (De Valois & Tootell, 1983; Bauman & Bonds , 1990) . Bonds (1989) found that while inhibition was generally not uniform with stimulus orientation, at least some inhibitory component ('I global inhibition ) was present at all orientations. The global inhibition found at the optimal orientation (at which most ofthe present measurements were made) could either supplement or be a direct manifestation of the contrast gain control. Ohzawa et al. (198~) comment anecdotally that gain adaptation could result from presentation of nonexcitatory stimuli (at nonoptimal orientations), which suggests some linkage with cross"orientation inhibition. Whether global inhibition (found at all orientations) and the contrast gain control are distinct mechanisms remains unknown. Morrone et al. (1987) have noted that for the cortical VEP, the gain control appears to result in a rightward displacement of the response vs. log contrast curve, whereas cross-orientation inhibition (generated by orthogonally oriented superimposed gratings) yields a nearly pure B. Bonds reduction in slope. From this they conclude that the two inhibitory processes result from different and independent mechanisms. Although at the single cell level the predominant impact of contrast gain control is a rightward shift, the present data show that some cells exhibit slope changes as well. These slope changes are usually associated with supersaturation. If slope change is a manifestation of cross-orientation inhibition, then supersaturation might result from "cross-talk" from inhibitory channels at adjacent orientations that are recruited at higher contrasts. To complicate matters further, cross-orientation inhibition may not always be associated with slope change. Bonds (1989) has shown that stimuli oriented so as to produce the most inhibition (usually 20-30 deg from optimum, not orthogonal as presented by Morrone et aI., 1987) yield clear rightward shifts in the contrast vs. log response functions. Both cross-orientation inhibition and contrast-gain adaptation thus reduce responsiveness significantly and in single cells neither appears to show consistently a pure rightward or downward shift. Resolution of whether these two mechanisms are distinct and independent will be difficult.
Timing
The complete temporal sequence of gain reduction remains unclear. gr~rtand temporally complex decreases in response~' pl!!q.cte~e . evident inmost:cellsover durations of I-lOs, which:;:
is consonant with the tiDl~sJQLsimilareffects seen in humans (Vautin & Berkley, 1978; Albrecht et aI. , 1984; Maddess et aI., 1988) . Th!,.;pre~entresultssuggest-that more subtle gain redl.lc--i i9ns,~nJ~lso Qcct1'r. At the upper end of a series of ascending contrasts, response amplitude remains constant with increasing contrast (e.g. Fig. 2C ) although in some cases overt response reductions are not seen in the response histograms from the same cell (Fig. 5B) . This raises the possibility that extremely rapid changes in gain could take place during the response transient that results from a step change in contrast. Using the Crawford masking paradigm, Wilson (1990) has recently demonstrated the existence of a gain control in the human that significantly reduces the impact of saturation over a time scale of about 200 ms. At the opposite end of the spectrum, Magnussen and Greenlee (1985) have shown that contrast adaptation in the human asymptotes only after a period of 30-60 min. "Fh~enrlenae to date thus suggests perhaps three timescales, I00ms, .5., . 1Ost;  and:minutes~t~Lhours,. over which stimulus-mediated . adjustt ments,irtresponsegain can takepla6e. Unfortunately, because of the unpredictable and complex nature of the onset transient and the difficulty in maintaining recording and response stability over long periods, these processes will be difficult to document precisely in single cells.
The different time scales for induction of adaptation might signify the recruitment of different adaptive mechanisms. 'D1ies hort';term, presumably synaptiC activity might refle~tg lob'M' llonsPJ:. Gific) gain control, wl1ereas _adaptation jndJJce..qiclgl9' recovered-over longer periods could be morespecificJolQ."-!Il: l!.1.1lat1()j:l !!Qfcell~. The latter point is consistent with the significant body of psychophysical (e.g. Blakemore & Campbell 1969) and behavioral (e. g. Berkley, 1990) results showing spatial selectivity of long-term adaptation at high contrasts.
Precise documentation of recovery is also unclear, since the testing of responsiveness by stimulation perturbs the system. Essentially all of the hysteresis curves were closed at the lower end, no apparent impact on the form of the curve. This would suggest that the cell recovered most of its sensitivity within the 27-s period of decreasing contrast. Since much of that time was spent at higher contrasts, the rate of recovery without stimulation is expected to be more rapid , although it is clearly not as rapid as the onset of gain reduction. In that case there would be no reason to expect differences between the rising and falling contrast legs of the curves. Recovery from adaptation that is slower than induction is also seen in the retina (e. g. Enroth- Cugell & Shapley, 1973) , and is common in many electronic control systems. The recovery lag is required for detection of temporal contrast modulation. Accurate and rapid tracking of the gain control would yield an essentially constant output from cortical cells , which would eliminate the transmission of all useful visual information. An underdamped recovery system could also result in overshoot of firing rates, which could result in spurious oscillations following abrupt changes in contrast.
The reduction of response amplitude is much more rapid and profound as the temporal frequency of stimulation is raised. This is consistent with the results from several human psychophysical studies. The size of the motion aftereffect has been shown to depend strongly on the temporal frequency of the adapting stimulus (pantle, 1974; Johnston & Wright, 1983) . Lorenceau (1987) has described both more profound and longer-lasting adaptation to drifting gratings with higher temporal frequencies. This would suggest in both cat and human at least a component of the gain-altering mechanism(s) that is driven by the temporal derivative of the illumination , rather than by some absolute, static contrast level. The abrupt changes manifested in the onset transient are consistent with this idea, since in these cases the change in contrast (and illumination) is a step function.
The actual mechanisms supporting response attenuation at higher temporal frequencies is not obvious. It could result from some intrinsic property of the cortical cell membrane rather than from inhibition, but membrane mediation is unlikely. The attenuation is not due to a simple fatigue process, since high firing rates at lower temporal frequencies are attenuated much less. Instead the temporally sensitive component of the gain control apparently differentiates input as a function of time, and so is dependent on the changes in input spike rate per unit time. Moreover , it seems unlikely that the membranes of cortical cells would be radically different from those of LGN cells which can sustain modulation of 50 Hz and higher (Kaplan et al. , 1979) . If on the other hand the temporally dependent response attenuation results from synaptic inhibition, another problem arises. At frequencies of 12 Hz and above, most cortical cells respond initially for a few cycles and then remain silent as long as stimulation is sustained (e. g. Fig. 8C ). Whatever provides the inhibition must therefore be responding reasonably, if not vigorously during this stimulation interval. Responses of this sort are as yet unobserved in cortical cells, and there is no evidence to date of direct inhibition from LGN cells (Garey & Powell , 1971 ).
I-(
The role of response nonlinearities Contrast adaptation is generally accepted as a way of maintaining a high differential contrast discriminability within the constraints of the limited dynamic range of cortical cells (Albrecht et aI., 1984; Ohzawa et aI. , 1985) . The question of whether response reduction at high contrasts is merely response compression ("deleterious fatigue ) or a means of establishing constructive gain control hinges on whether the peak response of the cell is reduced by steady exposure to contrast. Reduction of the peak response would be manifested in a downward displacement of the response curve, which would reduce the dynamic range of the cell and consequently reduce contrast resolution.
Maintenance of the peak response would preserve the cell' s ability to discriminate differences in contrast within a limited dynamic range. This is the equivalent of a rightward displacement of the response vs.
log contrast function. In the cells studied here, as also described by Albrecht et al. (1984) , both mechanisms were apparent. Nearly all cells showed a modest reduction in peak response amplitude between the conditions of randomized and ordered contrast presentation (e. g. Figs. 1 and   2 ). This reduction, on the order of 5-10% , was usually not enough to compromise seriously the dynamic range of the cell.
Examination of the hysteresis patterns reveals that in some cases the falling contrast leg is nearly parallel to , but displaced rightward from the rising contrast leg (e.g. Figs. 1 and 2A , B, C , F), suggesting the nearly pure gain control also described by Ohzawa et al. (1985) . Other cells (e.g. Fig. 2E , G, H) display a falling contrast leg with a slope that is markedly less than that seen for the rising contrast leg, which reduces contrast discriminability. These latter examples usually share the similarity of having fairly strong supersaturation; the geometry of such curves requires that the descending leg have a lower slope.
Cortical response saturation is dependent on stimulus contrast and not absolute response amplitude, since low-amplitude responses to stimuli of nonoptimal spatial frequency (Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982) or orientation (Sclar & Freeman , 1982; Li & Creutzfeldt, 1984) can result in saturation at high contrasts. Li and Creutzfeldt concluded that saturation was pre-cortical in that it did not depend on the response amplitude of the cell under study. The present results would offer an alternative interpretation. Since the response amplitude for a given contrast that is clearly within the region of saturation (e. g. 40%; Fig. 2D ) can vary depending on stimulation history, saturation is not merely the consequence of response compression but is rather a dynamic process. Similar dynamic behavior is essentially absent in the LGN. One might thus conclude that (1) response saturation is a cortical, not pre-cortical phenomenon, and (2) since it is contrast-and not response-driven, it must be controlled by the integration of activity across a population of cortical cells instead of just the activity of the recorded cell. The dense and far-reaching functional interconnectivity between cortical cells (e. g. T'so et aI., 1986) suggests a suitable substrate for such a mechanism.
By the removal of GABA inhibition with chemical blockers, the peak firing rate of cortical cells can be more than doubled, yet the response vs.
log contrast curves remain nearly linear (DeBruyn & Bonds, 1986) . The dynamic range of the response is thus not constrained by the fuing capability of the cell , so neither saturation nor gain control seem to be required to maintain a reasonably accurate coding of contrast information.
Instead, saturation and gain control may be equally important as mechanisms to limit the volume of information that is flowing to higher centers. Heavy convergence from striate cortical cells could overload these subsequent stages with even moderate firing rates from each precursor cortical cell.
Contrast dependence of adaptation and response scaling
There is no question that contrast adaptation improves contrast discriminability by a cell within a given ambient contrast range. Since the experiments supporting this conclusion were performed using stimuli optimized for driving the recorded cell, the actual mechanisms underlying specification of the gain adjustment have not been clarified. If the gain control were solely for optimization of contrast discriminability by individual cells , this function would be most effectively supported by a response-set gain control operating at the local level. Network-driven adaptation by stimuli that do not excite the cell would result in less than optimal performance of single units, since contrast sensitivity would be reduced without apparent need. The disassociation of adaptation from firing rate of the recorded cell (Figs. 3, , and 11), however , implies that adaptation is in fact controlled by information beyond the scope of the cell or its immediate signal pathway. A similar conclusion may be drawn from experiments that tested the gain control while cells were under the influence of chemicals that modified their firing rate. Adaptation is unaffected when the firing rate of cells is markedly increased by iontophoresis of bicuculline, a GABA antagonist (DeBruyn & Bonds, 1986) . In the converse experiment, Vidyasagar (1990) found that adaptation was unaffected when the firing rate of the cell was reduced by application of GABA; spike activity was unnecessary for adaptation to occur.
Considering that cortex must function as an integrated entity rather than just as a collection of the activity of individual cells, independent adaptation of each cell towards a constant operating level would be self-defeating. It would tend to reduce the differences in firing rate between individual cells, thereby reducing the contrast of activity that presumably represents the contrast of the image. Uniform control of gain across the cellular concert would instead preserve the activity spectrum independent of the state of adaptation. It also has the potential to be ideal for the prevention of overload of subsequent processing channels, since the degree of gain control could be defined by activity integrated across that same cell population that presumably converges on these subsequent channels. It is similarly unlikely that under normal viewing conditions the contrast gain control markedly modifies the spatial filter characteristics of cortical cells. Movshon and Lennie (1979) as well as Albrecht et al. (1984) have reported some skew in the spatial-frequency tuning of cortical cells after long-term exposure to high contrasts. This phenomenon is likely related to the well-known loss of contrast sensitivity at the adapting frequency that is observed psychophysically (e.g. Blakemore & Campbell 1969) . Substantial selective modification of tuning properties the cellular or population levels would disturb the spatial filtering characteristics of cortex which would predict figural distortion of perceived images. Although with certain kinds of stimulation such aftereffects are apparent, they are not generally perceived under day-to-day viewing conditions. Tuning changes in individual cells or across the population are thus minimal under less-than-extreme conditions of adaptation; alternatively, the spectra of "normal" images are so uniform that such changes are fairly evenly distributed across all cells. Although the contrast gain control is an active and important mechanism at virtually all suprathreshold contrast levels, the psychophysically determined indi!::ators usually associated with this process are likely to reflect the consequences of overload following abnormal stimulation.
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